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RACING TO THE FINISH LINE AND JUST BEING

BEATEN INTO SECOND PLACE, THE YOUNG

ATHLETE IMMEDIATELY BURST INTO FLOODS

OF TEARS.

As her coach, I went over to console her.

"Don't be disappointed," I said. "There is

no disgrace in coming second."

"I'm not disappointed," she gasped through

the sobs. "I am crying with delight. It is the

first time EVER that I have beaten the girl

who came in third!"

As an athlete, I managed without a coach

quite well, thank you. I don't actually

subscribe to the view that you have to

have reached a particular performance

level to benefit from advice on your training.

But I have been coaching for 30 years now

(way more time than I was an athlete),

and I've had some great times, particularly

since I "retired" from running.

What follows has been anonymised. Some

of the people I have coached over the years

may recognise themselves, but I have not

named athletes: I'm commenting here on

the abstract, not the particular.

So, let's start with how athletes and coaches

get together. The first athletes I remember

working with were the older "young

athletes" who trained with my club down

at the local cinder track. I organised group

training for them and took on one particular

female athlete in a more direct coaching

arrangement. She became a good friend

and we are still in touch. She also delights

in quoting my aphorisms back at me,

which can be amusing but also slightly

embarrassing. You may think your athletes

aren't listening, but some treat what you say

as gospel. At that age, you are their guru,

so it is important to be mindful and not

"banter" too much with young athletes.

I can honestly say I have never "asked"

to coach anyone, but equally can say that

I have never directly turned anyone down.

Having said that, some coach-athlete

relationships have not worked - you

should always be big enough to recognise

that, talk about it and act appropriately

if and when it happens. This also applies

to an athlete outgrowing a coach. If you

can see it happening (or anticipate it),

start a conversation with the athlete and

jointly work towards brokering a new

arrangement that will benefit the athlete.

As a coach I think it is important that you

learn your trade and also develop your

own style. You need a certain confidence

in yourself to do that, particularly if you

end up leaning towards a style that doesn't

match those you have seen before as an

athlete. There are many styles: for instance,

coach as friend, advisor, or tyrant.

My experience took a serious turn when

the second group I worked with - seniors,

this time - attracted a very experienced,

but ageing, athlete. He, being married to

an Olympian, had "been there and done

that". In the warm-up prior to those first

sessions, he was all mouth and was forever

asking me why he was being asked to do

this or that, and what was the point of the

session. All perfectly valid questions, but

not ones I necessarily had the experience

to answer at that time in my coaching life.

It turned out that this was just nervous

energy oozing out of him. After a couple

of tough 400m reps, and being burned up

by his younger, fitter, training mates, the

mouth was squeaking like a mouse.

I was very much finding my way, coaching-

wise, with my group of young athletes, but

was beginning to "get it" by the time the

mouth turned up. But I am reminded of

the quote attributed to that great athletics

coach Wilf Paish: "Every athlete you coach

is an experiment of one." I certainly know

I was "experimenting" in those early days,

and have apologised to several of those

very athletes in subsequent years. Even much

later in my coaching career, experiments

have been consigned to the failure bin.
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I can remember working well with a young

middle-distance athlete, who also competed

in the high jump and wanted to move to

300-400m hurdles. We had successfully

worked towards some good middle-distance

performances, and I somehow felt I was the

right coach to take on both the hurdles and

the high jump with her. I was not. My powers

of observation, and my ability to break the

two events down into their components,

were both limited. I found I could not then

work on those components in isolation either.

On one occasion, the very presence of the

high-jump bar in a training session brought on

an "I can't do it" impasse, which I couldn't

resolve. It made me realise we should quietly

dissolve the hurdles/high jump relationship.

Several years on, we still have a fruitful

middle-distance coaching relationship,

although maturity is bringing more self-

reliance to the athlete. In many cases (but

certainly not all) that move to self-reliance

has been the aim of my closest coach-athlete

relationships - usually unstated, it should

be noted.

As a coach you may have your own style,

and way of doing things, but let's not

forget that you have to make allowances

for differences in athletes and their way

of doing things. A quote I can still

remember (although not attribute) from

a very early coaching course in the late

1980s was "know your athlete" - that is

so true. Over the years I have got to know

many athletes, and they have shown a huge

range of positive, and some negative,

personality quirks.

Let's just look for a moment at some of

the negatives. There have been those who

won't listen, or more likely appear to listen

and then won't act. This can be particularly

frustrating when an athlete gets injured,

pays to have physio or some other

treatment, and then doesn't take on board

the advice they have just paid to be given.

How many athletes do we all know who

regularly over-train, despite breaking

down and despite being tired when it

comes to competition? Then there are

those who lie about what they do. Surely

the relationship is all about trust. Equally,

however much you want them to have

done better in training, don't ever lie to

them when feeding back times.

Have you had an athlete who asked you for

coaching/advice, and then went off, either

overtly or covertly, to ask everyone else

under the sun for their advice? Don't get

me wrong, I don't mind someone seeking

advice from other athletes and coaches,

as long as they're honest about it and let

everyone know that they want to use them

as a sounding board, but are in fact setting

their own training plan.

I have memories of athletes who just

wouldn't take their running seriously

enough, and seemed to be wasting their

obvious talent.

I HAVE KNOWN THOSE WHO
SEEMED TO HAVE FORGOTTEN
THE PURE PLEASURE OF TRAINING

Now, I like a spot of analysis, but as an

athlete it can get too serious and everything

can be analysed to death. I came across

an athlete recently who freely admitted

that they needed a coach who would be

hard on them, swear and shout at them if



necessary - and expect to hear shouting

and swearing in return. I knew straight

away that I could not work this way.

When all the training is done, eventually

a challenge has to be met - a race. What

can you as a coach achieve at this stage?

How can you help the athlete? I well

remember a coach standing face to face

with an athlete on the start line for a

race (in front of all the other athletes)

and saying to her: "If you don't get a PB,

you needn't come back to training with

me again." Was that helping or hindering

the athlete? Was it some kind of personal

psychology that the coach knew would

produce the desired effect? You decide.

I also recall being a team manager and

talking to an athlete new to track running

about how she planned to run her upcoming

first ever 3,000m. She replied that her coach

had said: "Just run like fook until you can't

run any more." Again, probably not a

technique out of my personal playbook.

I actually think there is not much that the

coach can do to affect the outcome, come

race time. All this shouting, suggesting that

the athlete should be further up the field,

should be picking it up now, making the big

effort or whatever, is rarely witnessed by

athletes I coach. Being there and making

some mental notes on how things went,

ready to feed back later, is usually the

extent of it.

the athlete at a more relaxed time and

place not long after the event.

I ALWAYS LOOK FOR SOME
POSITIVES FOR THE ATHLETE
TO TAKE FORWARD

This of course is not an easy task if things

have gone particularly badly. But it IS always

possible. Again, if you know your athlete

you will know when they will respond to

some constructive criticism (on tactics

say), and also know how to motivate them

to achieve the desired improvement.

So, the race is run. Do you expect thanks?

You shouldn't. But sometimes during a

particularly fruitful spell athletes will want

to thank their coach. I have had presents

of wine, a meal and beer. One of the best

ever was a framed photo of athlete and

coach, jointly holding a coveted county

trophy. But what topped it off for me was

that it included one of my quotes quoted

back at me. Fantastic though all those

gestures were, I think that there is a way

of acknowledging what is after all a team

effort that is simpler than that. For me

I am happy with a high five or a hug, with

the athlete saying something on the lines

of "we did it".

Maybe even a few tears of happiness.
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Getting that feedback right is also tricky.

I believe that a few positive words afterwards,

regardless of the relative level of perceived

success, is usually sufficient. Having said

that, it makes sense to find the time to

have a frank - two-way - discussion with
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